LOCATION:

Park MGM
3770 South Las Vegas Blvd
Las Vegas NV, 89109
Casino Level

DATE ESTABLISHED:

Dec. 19, 2018

MANAGING CHEF:

Roy Choi

EXECUTIVE CHEF:

Diego Echavarria

GENERAL MANAGER: Jake Leslie
HOURS:

Daily; 5 p.m. – Midnight

RESERVATIONS:

Accepted by calling 702-730–7777 or visiting OpenTable

CUISINE:

Best Friend serves one-of-a-kind Koreatown-inspired dishes,
perfect for dinner or a late-night snack. The menu, referred to by
Choi as “a portal to the streets of LA,” features meat, seafood,
noodles, barbecue and vegetarian options. All selections spotlight
Choi’s unique street-style cooking while incorporating the most
high-quality ingredients.

SIGNATURE DISHES

Tamarind Cod Hot Pot: Combining inspirations from both
Vietnamese and Korean cuisine, this dish features tamarind spiced
broth, cod and Korean vermicelli noodles. As the simmering pot is
brought to diners, the cod breaks into succulent, bite-sized pieces.
BBQ Spicy Pork: Chef Choi brings a reimagined version of his
BBQ pork to The Strip. Thinly sliced pork belly and shoulder is
marinated in a sweet and spicy kochujang sauce, then charred on
the plancha with onions.
Slippery Shrimp: Chef Choi does his own cover of classic Honey
Walnut Shrimp with his own crispy rendition coating the shrimp in
a creamy, spicy sauce mixed with cilantro, walnuts and sesame
seeds.
Soon DuBu Hot Pot: Brought to American popularity through
LA’s Koreatown, Best Friend will feature its own take on the spicy
stew from Chef Choi’s neighborhood. The vegan dish filled with

umami serves a mixture of soft and firm tofu in a spicy broth
within a clay pot.
Fritto Misto Rogers: Best Friend’s tempura medley features an
assortment of fried vegetables, such as shishito peppers and
cauliflower, served with a ponzu dipping sauce.
Fried Bologna Sandwich: Blurring the lines of what guests expect
from a Las Vegas restaurant, and a callback to his original snack
food, Chef Choi has created the same Fried Bologna sandwich he
used to make for himself at home. The simple and addictive
combination of fried bologna and swiss cheese will make for the
perfect late-night bite.
DRESS CODE

Casual

CREDIT CARDS

All major credit cards accepted

CAPACITY

320
###

